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It is important to analysis political on the view of power, because there is a close
relationship between power and politics. With the start point of psychological level, to
discuss how traditional view of power impact political development in China today
will on three relationships such as between power and political, subjective and
objective, tradition and modernity. Because making a science view of power will have
a key role in preventing corruption, and there is a close relationship during power,
man and politics, and tradition will impact development.
Firstly, the politics is shaped by power. Public power and its operation is also the
key to analysis political problems. Such as power structure decides how to build
political structure, political operation is impacted by using public power, the value of
political development is also decided by the value of public power, and public power
protecting private rights from being weaken.
Secondly, the subjective is the guidelines of the objectives. As an active reflection
about the objectives, ideology has a key role in guiding social activities. Power view
impacts political development indirectly, through configuring, operating and
restricting public power. Such as “rule of law” is asked by equality, to get public
interests is a necessary result of granting the right to government by people, and so on.
Thirdly, modernization is influenced by history. Substantively, political
development means a changing from tradition to modern. So, Chinese tradition is a
necessary factor to observe China ’s political development. As an important part of
Chinese tradition, also a part of political environment, traditional view of power will
have a positive and negative impact on Chinese political development. One hand, rule
of man is bad for rule of law; monarchism is not good for decentralization. Other hand,
rule of virtue is helpful for rule of law, and so on.
Therefore, establishing a science view of power makes a key role in political
development, including have a correct source concept, purpose concept, operation
concept, and so on.
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